
 Regular Art Classes at Pegasus
Join our regular weekly Art Classes and vibrant
artistic community! Run by experienced tutors
and practising artists our classes will encourage
each individual to discover their creative potential. 
It is often possible to join in mid-term, pro-rata 
so please get in touch to see if there are spaces. 

All attendees receive 5% off in our shop!
 

Watercolour Painting with Richard Callingham

Learn how to paint with watercolours - simple techniques to gain 
confidence, colour mixing, palette and papers. 
Inspirational and fun. 
Suitable for all abilities.

10am - 12.15pm 
6 week course - £96 
Join in anytime if space. 
Contact richard@rtcwatercolours.co.uk

Mondays

Drawing Skills 8 - 12 Year Olds 
with Alison Vickery
A lovely after school club developing skills of 
observation, having some fun and exploring lots of new mediums 
and techniques. Alison is a very encouraging teacher and gives 
plenty of one to one tuition. Let your imagination flow!   
 
3.50 - 4.50pm 6 weeks - £60 

Drawing & Painting with Alison Vickery
Suitable for all levels of experience.  Be inspired in this 
enjoyable, relaxed class having a go with different 
materials, media and techniques. Alison demonstrates techniques 
and creates a wonderful warm atmosphere in her classes. Often 
referring to her art books for inspiration, she also gives plenty 
of one to one tuition. 
1pm - 3.30pm 6 weeks -  £90 
Contact: info@alisonvickery.co.uk 

Wednesdays
Drawing Skills with Paul Fowler
Designed for anyone wishing to develop their drawing skills and 
suitable for all abilities. Each six week course has a set theme and 
uses a series of objects and references to inspire and surprise. 
One drawing is developed over the six sessions on a large sheet of 
paper. Each week drawings morph and develop as the new objects 
arrive, giving students the freedom to incorporate imagination 
and experiment with a variety of drawing techniques.

9.15am - 12.15pm  6 weeks - £95
Contact: fowlerlayfigures@gmail.com

Tuesdays
*NEW* Max Masterclass! 
with Max Hale 

Max Hale is joining our stable of regular teachers at Pegasus Art!
Join him for morning or afternoon classes, where he will be 
teaching different mediums throughout the year. 

His first class starts on 25th September. 

SET ONE
25th September - for four weeks  £80 
10am - 12.30pm 
Introduction to Oil Painting

1.30pm - 4.30pm 
Drawing from Scratch 

SET TWO
6th November - for six weeks  £115
10am - 12.30pm 
Inspirational Landscapes in acrylics

1.30pm - 4.30pm 
Starting to paint in acrylics 

More mediums and techniques in 2019 including Impressionist 
Pastels and Portraits from scratch. 

Contact maxhaleart@gmail.com to book. 



01453 886560 
PEGASUS ART •  GRIFFIN MILL

LONDON ROAD • THRUPP • STROUD
GLOS   GL5 2AZ

info@pegasusart.co.uk

 Fridays
 Develop Skills & Creativity in Painting 
 with Rob Collins MA RCA
  
With Rob’s encouragement and skill, find ways of
painting that suit you individually in any medium. 

Rob has designed this course to appeal to anyone wishing to 
develop their painting skills whether you are a complete beginner or 
someone with experience working in isolation who needs 
guidance and motivation. 

As a serious professional artist and experienced tutor, Rob is perfectly 
placed to encourage his students. He will set up a still life each week but 
expects many students to work from their own source material or on self 
motivated projects. 
www.robcollinsart.com

9am - 12pm 7 week course - £112
1pm - 4pm 7 week course - £112
Join in anytime if space. Contact robcollins52@ymail.com 
  

www.pegasusart.co.uk 
01453 886560
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Thursdays
‘Extreme Poses’ 
Life Drawing with Paul Fowler

Life models in this class use climbing ropes to pose off the ground 
creating interesting and challenging drawing opportunities.  
An exciting opportunity to draw dynamic poses from life with a very 
experienced and inspirational tutor.  

There is a choice of three groups for this class: 

9.30am - 12.30pm
£130 for 6 weeks  

NEW Circus to Stage 

1.30pm - 4.30pm 
£130 for 6 weeks 
There are clothed models in this class, 
placed in interesting poses and flamboyant
clothes! 

7 - 9pm       
£90   for 6 weeks
Starts 4th January

Suitable for the less experienced right through to professionals. 

Book direct with Paul:  fowlerlayfigures@gmail.com  
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Drawing by Doug Cormack


